
Project #2: Green Screen Trip 

You will get a buddy for this and plan to record your footage together (for each other). Remember to light the screen well and 

minimize shadows. Be sure to get the person head to toe! Oh, and don’t wear green!!  You will take a “trip” using the green screen. 

You must walk onto the screen, interact with the surroundings, and then walk off. Visit three places. You will use stock video behind 

your subject. Download the stock footage of your choice (there are several categories from which to choose) from: 

http://www.footagecrate.com/ 

--Project must include you on green screen (three clips), three different “backgrounds” (two must be videos), and interaction with 

another image added (background removed) like a kite floating in the sky that you are looking at, etc. 

Requirement Points Possible Deductions 

Video is at least 30 seconds long (can be as long as you want, though) 5  

Subject “visits” at least three places 6  

Subject interacts with the surroundings in some way (looks around, waves at something, 
etc.) 

4  

Stock video is used at least twice for the backgrounds 4  

At least three green screen video clips are utilized 
 

6  

Subject interacts with another image, and background is chroma keyed out or removed 
from the image 

 List where/what 

2  

Green screen is lit evenly and green is removed well; adjust tolerance and other settings 
as needed to achieve the best balance  

6  

Overall quality of project, editing, and professionalism 7  

Uploaded to Schooltube by due date 10  

TOTAL POINTS 50  

 

NOTE: When this project is burned to DVD, you will set chapter markers for each of your three places. This video will utilize a 

submenu. 

Project #3 

Introduction (First Play) Video; must include audio (cannot be copyrighted music, so use web links provided on the class website for 

Multimedia audio or instrumental, you singing/playing, etc.), your name, your photo, and keyframed text AND still image (with 

background removed or keyed out). An appropriate motion background should be used.  

Bonus Fun If you wish to create an intro to the intro… feel free to create your own “Warning” or countdown video and put it on 

the DVD as well. 

There are DVDs with motion backgrounds and stock video footage in the back cabinet (copy the NTSC AVI file). 

Requirement Points Possible Deductions 

Video is at least 10 seconds long (can be as long as you want, though) and includes a 
motion background that is appealing 

5  

Audio is included and must NOT be copyrighted audio; look through free resources 

 List what is used and where obtained 
 

6  

Includes student name that either keyframes or fades; extra text may be added, but is 
not required 

4  

Includes student photo cut off background (take in front of green screen/chroma key) 4  

Overall quality of project, editing, and professionalism 6  

TOTAL POINTS 25  

**Will be first play on DVD; will not upload to SchoolTube!!!  Export and call me over to check this!!!  

http://www.footagecrate.com/

